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Abstract
The increasing energy demand and the ever more pressing need for clean technologies of energy conversion
pose one of the most urgent and complicated issues of our age. Thermoelectricity, namely the direct conversion
of waste heat into electricity, is a promising technique based on a long-standing physical phenomenon, which
still has not fully developed its potential, mainly due to the low efficiency of the process. In order to improve the
thermoelectric performance, a huge effort is being made by physicists, materials scientists and engineers, with
the primary aims of better understanding the fundamental issues ruling the improvement of the thermoelectric
figure of merit, and finally building the most efficient thermoelectric devices.
In this Roadmap an overview is given about the most recent experimental and computational results obtained
within the Italian research community on the optimization of composition and morphology of some
thermoelectric materials, as well as on the design of thermoelectric and hybrid thermoelectric/photovoltaic
devices.
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Status

The thermoelectric (TE) figure of merit, which quantifies the energy conversion efficiency, is ZT =

σS2T/κ, with σ the electrical conductivity, S the Seebeck coefficient, T the temperature, κ the thermal

conductivity.[1] The power factor PF = σS2 is determined by charge transport, where σ and S are

defined from the solution of the Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE): [2]
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contains all the material information; k, n, E, are the charge carrier momentum, band index, energy,

respectively, EF, T are the Fermi level and temperature; v, τ and g are the carrier velocity, relaxation

time and density of states; i and j are the cartesian coordinate indexes.

The drastic ZT improvements in the last two decades were allowed by: i) the introduction of

nanostructuring, and ii) the progress in the synthesis of a myriad of new materials. [1] The

introduction of nanoscale features and structure discontinuities can scatter phonons and drastically

reduce κ, without significantly affecting σ. Some of the lowest thermal conductivities demonstrated

were below κ ~ 1 W/mK, which lead to the sudden ZT increase in the last 20 years. Despite the

success of nanostructuring, it is evident that with such low κ values, further ZT improvements must

be provided by the PF. [3] The materials with the best PF have complex bandstructures, with many

bands and multiple valleys per band, preferably anisotropic, [1] as example we show the valence

band of NbCoSn in Figures 1a-c. The combination of complex bandstructure materials in their

nanostructured form, is the main direction for the thermoelectric technology. The optimal

bandstructure features, however, cannot be known a priori for a specific material class, nor can be

easily extracted from experiment, thus advanced computational tools are needed to accurately guide

the identification and optimization of this process.

Typically, the band structure of the material is computed via density functional theory (DFT)

and used within the BTE. The big unknown in this process are the scattering times, , whichτ
𝑠
(𝐸, 𝑘, 𝑛)

are generally energy, momentum, and band dependent, and require the coupling of electrons with

phonons. The scattering times are the main focus of the current development of simulation tools.
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Current and Future Challenges

Since to accurately obtain is computationally challenging, [7] the common approachτ
𝑠
(𝐸, 𝑘, 𝑛)

is to use a constant relaxation time approximation (CRTA), often . [8] CRTA is currentlyτ
𝑠

= 10 𝑓𝑠

used across materials, temperatures, doping conditions, etc., even in high-throughput screening

studies [9]. This ultimately smears out many bandstructure details, [5] as depicted in Figure 1d for

hole transport TDF of NbCoSn, and introduces an arbitrary error, [6] with uncorrelated (or even

negatively correlated) outcomes compared to performing the calculations properly, as shown in

Figure 1e. However, in absence of proper tools, the CRTA can at least provide some first order

indications for S.

The fact that the electronic structures are complex, the scattering processes are not well

understood, σ and S are adversely interdependent, and the scattering physics is crucial in

determining the performance, makes the need for accurate, flexible, and computationally robust

tools imperative. Some codes exist, which go beyond the CRTA [8] or constant electron-phonon

interaction, [10] and are based on the accurate quantum mechanical evaluation of the

electron-phonon matrix elements, generally along high symmetry lines, to evaluate the

electron-phonon scattering rates, like EPW [7] or PERTURBO. [11] However, these methods are

computationally extremely expensive, [12] while cheaper codes are under study, where the

electron-phonon interaction with non-polar phonons is parametrized in an acoustic phonon



deformation potential, and other scattering mechanisms can be included, like AMSET [12] AMMCR,

[13] and others. [14]

We have recently developed a full-band code, ElecTra, [15] which solves the BTE by

considering the complete carrier energy, momentum, and band index dependence of the momentum

relaxation rate. [2, 16, 17] A textbook implementation of the deformation potential theory [17]

enables to extend this approach also to inelastic intra- and inter-band processes with non-polar

optical phonons. ElecTra can consider the details of the electronic structure via the construction of

constant energy surfaces, the effects of an extended zone scheme in the evaluation of the exchange

vector in anisotropic scattering mechanisms (Polar Optical Phonons, POP, and Ionized Impurity

Scattering-IIS), [5] as well as a full direct evaluation of bipolar transport and its effects in narrow gap

materials. [18, 15, 19] Importantly, ElecTra is compatible with any DFT code which can save the

electronic structure in the ‘.bxsf’ format, [4] which is the case of many DFT codes. This code has

been thoroughly validated with well-known semiconductors as well as existing codes [15, 20].

We also mention that other computational approaches exist, which find use in specific cases.

One notable example is a recent approach based on the Kubo’s linear response theory and in

principle applicable to random potentials and confined nanostructures. [21] This approach found

interesting application in the description of magnon drag in ferromagnetic thin films, [22] with the

possibility to explain an exceptionally high observed Seebeck coefficient in some thin films Heusler

alloys. [23]

Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

With the CRTA being quantitatively weak, and methods such as EPW being computationally

extremely expensive, methods that use scattering parameters such as deformation potentials can

provide the middle ground in terms of accuracy and computational cost. However, a complete

Deformation Potentials Extraction Method is lacking. Such method would be able to provide

deformation potentials for non-polar phonon scattering (including separating the intra- and

inter-valley scattering processes), as well as polar phonon scattering rates including short- and

long-range scattering rates. We are in the process of developing such a method, likely adaptable to

all existing codes which utilize deformation potentials. Below we outline the main steps for this

method. Details can be found in Ref. [20], where an example for Si mobility calculations entirely from

first principles is successfully described. The computational efficiency of the method is expected to

be by at least 20x compared to fully ab initio methods, as in the case of Si, still with no penalties on

the accuracy.

This approach is based on the quantum mechanical calculation of the electron-phonon

matrix element performed by EPW, along relevant symmetry lines. [20] Few points are used for

subsequent fit which enables the evaluation of the relevant deformation potential values for acoustic

and optical phonons. This approach is much cheaper than a full EPW evaluation of the mobility.

Conceptually, the steps are as follows:

1) Use DFT to extract the electronic structure of the material and detect the valleys that form

the bandstructure. This step is usually computationally cheap.

2) Use DFPT (Density Functional Perturbation Theory) to extract the phonon modes, on a

coarse grid, as this is a computationally expensive step.

3) Use EPW to compute the electron-phonon matrix elements using as a starting point for the

electronics states, the valley extrema.



4) Evaluation of the deformation potentials from the short-range part of the matrix elements,

as described in reference [20]. The critical points are to disentangle the inter-valley

processes, and to perform proper symmetry averages, mostly important for acoustic

phonons.

5) Perform charge transport calculation using the deformation potentials (i.e. using ElecTra) as

inputs to determine the scattering rates.

Being able to perform accurate and robust calculations is not only essential to understand

individual TE material operation, but can also allow the development of general indications for the

discovery of new TE materials, [6] such as material descriptors or transport parameters,

experimentally extractable, which would allow forecasting of promising directions. Another critical

task involves the evaluation of the role of the structural defects, like grain boundaries,

nanoinclusions, spatial inhomogeneities. [3] For these is also important to have accurate scattering

models, which however, are currently missing. Real-space transport methods such as quantum

mechanical Non-Equilibrium Green Functions (NEGF) approaches [2] and semi-classical Monte Carlo

methods [2, 3] have recently being developed and can lead to important insight in transport under

nanostructuring.

Concluding Remarks

We have highlighted how the complexity of the bandstructure of advanced thermoelectric

materials offer promises, but also require additional understanding. Especially the research on such

wide materials playground can be boosted by accurate and efficient predictive modelling techniques.

For this, it is crucial to implement proper approaches to the carrier scattering, to consider all the

details of the complex electronic structures because strong and/or arbitrary approximations on the

side of the scattering physics might affect, even reverse, any materials ranking and hence the choice

of the research direction.

We have summarized the current approaches to the full-band simulation of the thermoelectric

properties capable of including the physics complexities of the scattering processes. The main

computational challenge is currently the evaluation of the electron-phonon scattering in a

transport-oriented perspective. To overcome the bottleneck of extremely expensive calculations,

cheaper approaches based on the deformation potential theory are implemented. On this ground,

protocols to accurately bridge the twos are under development.
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Status

The renewed interest in thermoelectric (nano)materials following the publication of the two seminal

papers by Hicks and Dresselhaus [1,2] has triggered a parallel increase of interest in understanding

and controlling thermal transport at the atomic scale. More specifically, in Refs. [1,2] it has been

suggested that, among many possible strategies aimed at increasing the thermoelectric figure of

merit ZT, the tailored insertion of a suitable interface population within a thermoelectric material

could act as an efficient source of scattering for phonons (which are the microscopic heat carriers),

thus dramatically affecting the lattice thermal conductivity and, hence, potentially increasing ZT (see

Figure 1). Another fundamental idea proposed by Slack [3] was the “Phonon Glass Electron Crystal”

paradigm describing an ideal architecture of novel thermoelectric materials with independent

electrical and thermal transport properties.

Following these two paradigms, many experimental, as well as theoretical works,

investigated thermal transport at the nanoscale by explicitly focusing on potential strategies to

efficiently scatter phonons in nanomaterials and, possibly, decouple electrical and thermal transport.

In this scenario, the role of atomistic simulations has quickly emerged as an important tool, mainly

addressed to a twofold task: (i) to understand the fundamentals of phonon-mediated heat transport

and, thanks to the corresponding predictive modelling, (ii) to design in silico novel nano(materials)

with suppressed thermal conductivity for thermoelectric applications. More specifically, among

different theoretical/computational approaches, two rather different atomistic simulation techniques

have been mainly used so far [4], namely the Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE) and molecular

dynamics (MD) simulations.

The phenomenological BTE equation, formulated in 1929 by Peierls, describes the response

of a phonon population to an external temperature gradient by explicitly considering all possible

scattering processes [5]. In particular, the ab initio solution of BTE provides either intrinsic phonon

features (i.e., their frequencies and group velocities) and phonon scattering rates (provided by any

possible mechanism, including anharmonicity, defect or boundary scattering, and isotope scattering)

by density functional perturbation theory calculations. This approach has been successfully applied

to characterize thermal transport in bulk 3D materials as well as low dimensional materials [6,7]. The

“ab initio” BTE technique guarantees high robustness and accuracy, in addition to the fact that it

formally describes all quantum effects [4,5].

The alternative approach is based on MD, mainly used with empirical force fields, both in

non-equilibrium (NEMD) [8,9] and equilibrium approaches (EMD) [10]. MD simulations allow to

efficiently describe relatively large systems and complex nanostructures by a reduced computational

cost. NEMD and EMD have been successfully applied to study thermal transport in bulk

semiconductors, low dimensional materials as well as organic materials [4]. Interesting enough, MD

is not based on the phonon language and, at variance with BTE, it does not assume any constitutive

law for the evolution of a nonequilibrium phonon population under an imposed thermal bias; rather,

it allows a direct calculation of thermal conductivity through the Fourier heat transport equation.



Although this is a more phenomenological approach, it is under many respects more versatile, being

able to treat any system even if lacking translational invariance along one or more directions.

Figure 1 – Pictorial representation of the increased phonon scattering regime occurring in super-periodic (middle
panel) or nano-crystalline (bottom panel) samples with respect to mono-crystalline (top panel) ones, caused by a
population of interfaces (found at the boundary between regions populated by orange and green atoms). Drifting
heat carriers under the action of a temperature gradient (set from the left to the right) are shown by blue zig-zag
lines, while scattered ones are shown in red color. In order to illustrate the concept more effectively, the scattering
phenomena associated to anharmonic phonon-phonon interactions have been omitted.

Current and Future Challenges

Despite the great impact that both BTE and MD simulations had in the last 10 years on the atomistic

characterization of nanoscale thermal transport, there are still several challenges that need to be

fully addressed in order to make them fully predictive tools to design novel thermoelectric devices.

Concerning ab initio BTE, the main current issue is related to their high computational cost

related to the explicit inclusion of anharmonic effects above the third order. Although ab initio

methods are largely used for the atomistic characterization of many thermal transport problems,

there are nevertheless conditions and/or systems that are exceedingly heavy for present-day



computational capabilities [4]. This makes ab initio BTE not suitable for the description of realistic

disordered and nanostructured materials currently explored for thermoelectric applications. On the

other hand, whenever a complex chemistry must be considered (as, for instance, in the case of

perovskite thermoelectrics) this approach is the only viable way.

MD simulations, because of their comparatively low computational cost, can in principle

describe comparatively very large systems (containing up to O(106) atoms) with dimensions up to the

micrometer regime, thus approaching the experimental complexity of real nanostructured or

disordered samples. On the other side, the main issue here is the overall accuracy of the force field,

especially in describing harmonic and anharmonic properties. As a matter of fact, many works

[11,12] have stressed the limitations of current model potentials to describe thermal transport in

different materials, often due to the approximate analytical functional form to describe intra- and

intermolecular interactions [11,12].

Another severe issue affecting both BTE- and MD-based atomistic techniques is the fact that

both can only describe lattice thermal conductivity without considering any explicit electronic effect

on thermal transport, limiting their applicability to low-doped semiconductors or insulators.

Finally, it is important to mention that even though BTE and MD provide a thorough

description of nano-/micro-scale features ruling over the heat transport issues, a solid multi-scale

theoretical background is still missing on anomalous thermal transport phenomena, including (but

not limited to) non-diffusive regime, phonon hydrodynamics, second sound, and the dual-phase-lag

model regime.

Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

Even though, as described in the previous section, both BTE and MD show some limitations, there

are nevertheless many possible promising advances that can be followed to improve their

performances.

Concerning the applicability of ab-initio BTE to disordered materials, a recent work by

Simoncelli et al. [13], proposes a novel approach based on the Wigner phase space formulation of

quantum mechanics able to describe the interplay between the quantum Bose-Einstein statistics of

atomic vibrations, anharmonicity, and disorder. This formulation has the potential to accurately

describe thermal transport in disordered systems even above the crystal melting temperature. The

present technique has been successfully applied to many systems including CsPb3 perovskites [13].

Concerning the accuracy of model potentials in MD simulations, a solution to this severe MD

limitation is the use of a novel class of model potentials developed through machine learning

techniques on an extended data set of DFT calculations. Machine-learning potentials are constructed

by mapping the local environment of single atoms in the system onto a set of specific descriptors

that allow for efficiently training force fields by reproducing first-principles energies, stresses and

forces with controlled uncertainties [14]. This procedure will allow for the generation of accurate

model potentials for a wide variety of nanomaterials, reaching the accuracy of quantum mechanical

computations at a substantially reduced computational cost. Machine-learning potentials have been

already used to efficiently study thermal transport in many materials including 3- and 2D inorganic

crystalline and disordered materials [15].

As mentioned above, another severe issue is the actual lack of description of the electronic

component of thermal transport. To this aim, the most straightforward solution is the use of the

Weidemann-Franz law to roughly estimate the electronic contribution to thermal conductivity.

However, it has been shown that for many systems (e.g., graphene or gold thin films [16,17]) the use



of such approximations gives rise to large uncertainties. A more accurate methodology consists of

the employment of the semi-classical Boltzmann transport theory to study its electronic transport

properties including the electronic contribution to thermal conductivity. This procedure has shown

an accurate description of the electronic thermal conductivity partially overcoming the limits of the

Weidemann-Franz law [18].

Concluding Remarks

In conclusion, atomistic simulations represent nowadays an effective tool to understand, predict and

ultimately control the physical mechanisms of heat conduction at the nanoscale, indeed a key

challenge faced by modern technologiess. In particular, as far as thermoelectric applications are

concerned, atomistic simulations represent a valuable tool for the in silico design of novel

nano(materials) to efficiently scatter phonons and finally decouple electrical and thermal transport.

Since, depending on the level of accuracy, each specific simulation technique works at a

different time-/size-scale, what appears fundamental for the field is the combination of different

methodologies in a multi-method and multi-scale approach. The use of such a multiple approach

would, in fact, lead to a complete understanding of the problem finally making atomistic simulation a

reliable and predictive tool for designing novel thermoelectric devices.
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Status
Nanostructures and atomic disorder are of interest for thermoelectric (TE) applications, where they

can be employed to suppress the thermal conductivity (κ). In particular, complex and disordered

crystalline phases were proposed as a critical strategy to achieve the so-called

Phonon-Glass-Electron-Crystal (PGEC) behaviour [1]. In materials with PGEC characteristics, phonons

have short mean free paths, like in an amorphous solid, whereas charge carriers possess high

mobility, resulting in an optimal combination of material parameters for high TE performance.

In the quest for developing sustainable and low-cost TEs, we have investigated the earth-abundant

p-type semiconductors Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS), Cu2SnS3 (CTS), and Cu2ZnSnSe4 (CZTSe). Their multinary

nature makes them particularly prone to polymorphism and disorder, thus representing an

interesting testbed for studying the role of structural complexity on TE properties. Furthermore, we

employ syntheses based on reactive high-energy milling, which enables to stabilize at low-mid

temperatures an additional polymorph, namely a cubic arrangement with full cation disorder. In

these systems, we have observed that different types of disorder give rise to various consequences

on both thermal and electronic properties, generally leading to improved TE behavior. From material

study, the investigation has been then extended to thin film thermoelectric generators (TEGs), with

the aim of developing real functioning devices based on cost-effective, non-toxic, and sustainable

materials.

Current and Future Challenges

Given the importance of scalability for market implementations, materials are synthesised via

reactive milling. Scalable mechanochemical processes were also recently used by other groups for

preparing CZTS and CTS thermoelectric materials [2]. These non-equilibrium processes favour a cubic

zinc-blende structure with full cation disorder [3] (Figure 1a). Upon exposure to high temperatures,

cubic phases transition to the reported stable structures, namely tetragonal for CZTS and CZTSe, and

monoclinic for CTS (Figure 1b-d).

These are not devoid of structural disorder. For example, tetragonal CZTS and CZTSe have been

reported to face a reversible transition from ordered kesterite (Figure 1b) to disordered kesterite

(Figure 1c) [4], [5]. This involves an in-plane randomization of Cu and Zn cations. In tetragonal CZTS, a

sharp increase in the Seebeck coefficient was observed around the transition temperature and

found originating from more converged and heavier electronic bands achieved with the transition

[6].

Interesting TE properties have been observed for the fully disordered phases. Cubic CZTS was shown

promoting the localization of some Sn lone pair electrons, leading to “rattling” Sn ions. These, on one
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end remarkably suppress κ via low frequency optical phonons, on the other form localized acceptor

states, beneficial for the electronic properties [7]. Overall, this leads to modest zT values, quantified

as 0.05 and 0.25 at 500 K for disordered CZTS and CZTSe, respectively, while the ordered polymorphs

show values below 0.01 (CZTS) and 0.15 (CZTSe) at the same temperature. Aside from the low

performance, which in part stems from the fact that the carrier density was not optimized, we deem

interesting the mechanisms behind the property-improvement upon the introduction of different

types of disorder.

An ongoing investigation revealed that cubic CZTS presents topological insulator features arising from

disorder, appointing the phase to the Topological Anderson Insulator (TAI) class [8]. A non-trivial

topology could favour TEs as nanostructuring, commonly introduced to suppress κ, could turn out

beneficial for electrical conduction too, as the improved fraction of high carrier-mobility surfaces

would offer preferential paths for carriers [9].

Due to its low formation energy, disordered CTS can be stabilized by high-energy milling followed by

sintering. In disordered CTS, Cu-S bonds form a 3-dimensional conductive network and Sn-S bonds

are relatively weak due to structural disorder.

These bonds are relatively soft, contributing to

the suppression of κ to the ultra-low range.

Moreover, structural disorder introduces

potential energy fluctuations in the CTS lattice,

contributing energy levels within the forbidden

gap; this involves a reduction of bandgap,

significantly increasing the TE performance [2],

[3].

Interestingly, nanostructured CTS samples

prepared via milling followed by spark plasma

sintering revealed the conductive nature of its

surfaces, enabling synergistically optimized

electronic and thermal transport [10].

Disordered CTS polymorph presents a 10-fold

higher zT (~0.5), than the ordered (~0.05)

polymorph, around 723 K [3]. Even in this case,

results refer to samples prior carrier-density

optimization. Overall, structural disorder

emerges as a favourable way to improve the TE performance, especially in the medium temperature

range, where the TE technology can attain a large interest.

Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

One of the major challenges in TEs is developing devices based on low-cost, abundant, and non-toxic

materials. Traditional TE research has been somewhat focused either on finding new sustainable

materials with good performance, or on developing TE generators and coolers (TEGs and TECs),

mostly based on relatively established materials, like Bi2Te3, Sb2Te3, PbTe, and skutterudites. More

recently, effort has been spent in joining these research areas and developing functioning devices

based on more abundant materials [11]. Steps in this direction are exemplified by the

high-performance Mg3(Sb,Bi)2 and MgAgSb-based devices[12]–[14]. Along this line, our ongoing

research is aimed at providing valid sustainable alternatives employing low-cost chalcogenides, in



particular pushing for S-based compounds as considerably cheaper and non-toxic. Due to the

possible applied interest of micro configuration, appealing for wearables, medical appliances, and

micro-devices for the internet of things, we have chosen to develop thin film devices.

Thin film TEGs in planar

configuration based on

p-type CZTS, CZTSe (both

carrier-density

optimized) and CTS and

n-type Al-doped zinc

oxide (AZO) have been

assembled with a

sequential deposition of

materials and silver

contacts. A typical device

is illustrated in the inset

of Figure 2. Different

procedures have been

explored for the

preparation of thin films:

from facile and

inexpensive depositions

of inks made with hot

injection or

mechanical-alloying [15], to more advanced sputtering and thermal deposition techniques [16]. As

shown in Figure 2, the devices present a spread of TE power generation capabilities, with

CZTSe-based TEGs presenting the highest values. In terms of power densities per unit planar area,

some of these thin-film devices, significantly outperform several other literature attempts based on

more sustainable materials [16], [17], showing a peak value of 280 nW/cm2. A recent development of

Mg2Sn0.8Ge0.2-Bi thin film TEGs managed to achieve an even more competitive power per unit planar

area of 430 nW/cm2 [18]. Although CZTSe/AZO [16] and Mg2Sn0.8Ge0.2/Bi [18] still partially employ

non-abundant (Se, Bi), or expensive (Ge) elements, these results represent important steps towards

devices fully based on earth-abundant and inexpensive compositions. In this regard, it is interesting

to notice the more modest power density of ~150 nW/cm2 obtained with low-cost and non-toxic

CZTS/AZO devices [16]. Despite materials make up only part of the cost of a final device, which

includes a very significant portion arising from contacts, heat exchangers and manufacturing costs

[11], the earth-abundance of the CZTS/AZO composition leads to an up to 80% material cost

abatement with respect to traditional TEs [16]. Overall, this leads to power densities per unit

material cost comparable to some recent Bi2Te3-based devices [19], [20], suggesting them as

interesting candidates for further development. We believe that increasing the efforts in developing

TE devices based on sustainable materials could substantially improve the applicability of TEs to

everyday life technologies.

Concluding Remarks

This section presents different examples illustrating how complexity and disorder concepts can lead

to improved thermoelectric properties. In the pressing search for sustainable thermoelectrics, these



concepts have been applied to earth abundant multinary CZTS, CTS and CZTSe to enhance their

transport properties. Cation disorder from bottom-up milling syntheses demonstrated to increase a

material's thermoelectric performance in several fundamental ways: from suppressing κ through

rattling and anharmonicity, to enhancing the electronic properties via bandgap suppression, band

degeneracy and conductive surface states. Thin film TEGs have been developed from these materials

through facile and scalable production processes. These show a significantly improved performance

with respect to several other literature devices based on earth-abundant compounds, and a marked

material cost reduction compared to traditional TEs. Future efforts will focus on how to exploit

disorder-related strategies to accelerate the development of high-performance and sustainable

devices for commercial applications.
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Status

Among inorganic thermoelectric materials [1], skutterudites and half Heusler alloys are the most

promising materials for waste heat harvesting in medium and high temperatures due to following

reasons [2].
- Starting materials abundant, cheap and non-toxic, with respect to other reference materials,

like tellurides and SiGe semiconductors [3].
- Good thermoelectric properties (ZT ≥ 1) for n- and p-type legs [2].
- Thermo-mechanical compatibility between n- and p-type legs [2], since small compositional

changes allow to cross the n/p boundary [4].

Examples of large scale productions of skutterudites [5] and half Heusler alloys [6] have been

reported in the literature, suggesting an upcoming commercialization of these materials.

In terms of thermoelectric behaviour, both skutterudites and half Heusler alloys show remarkable

low thermal conductivity, that can be achieved through different mechanisms for decoupling the

electron and phonon scattering.

In skutterudites, the main feature is the presence of two icosahedral cages in the crystallographic

cell, that can be filled by large atoms, such as lanthanides. The filler atoms act as harmonic

oscillators, that scatter heat carrying acoustic phonon modes, reducing the lattice thermal

conductivity of about one order of magnitude with respect to unfilled counterparts [7]. Values of the

lattice thermal conductivity near the glass limit can be approached combining multiple filler species

with different vibration frequencies, leading to a broad-frequency phonon scattering [8].
In half Heusler alloys, different scattering mechanisms dominate phonon transport in various

temperature ranges [9]. Near room temperature, the lattice thermal conductivity depends mainly on

low energy phonons, so that the phonon boundary scattering is the prominent mechanism, as shown

by the dependence of the phonon mean free path on the average grain diameter. Increasing the

temperature to the range where ZT reaches a maximum, the phonons occupy higher frequency

states. Thus, nanostructuring is not effective in scattering high energy phonons with short mean

path, so the dominant scattering mechanism is based on mass fluctuations, tailored through a point

defect strategy.

Since typical semiconducting half Heusler compounds XYZ (where X and Y are early and late

transition metals, respectively, Z is a main group element) are characterized by 18 valence electrons,

there are about 70000 candidates as the result of all the possible combinations of the constituting
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elements. Thus, in the last years, attempts to predict the stability of new half Heusler alloys were

performed by means of high throughput DFT calculations and machine learning [10].

Current and Future Challenges

One of the main challenges is the use of predictive tools to identify new compositions with promising

thermoelectric properties. This approach needs to validate the tools through model systems that are

well known from the experimental point of view. In this framework, TiNiSn half Heusler alloy

represents a model system, unravelling the complexity of this family of materials, and is the base

constituent for high ZT and Hf-free half Heusler alloys [11] to be used in high performing and cost

affordable devices. DFT calculations of the band gap estimate values exceeding 0.4 eV, depending on

the functional used, that are well above the experimental value (0.12 eV). It was found that the

calculated band gap values tends to the experimental ones only when point defects are considered

[12]. Typically they are composition conserving anti-site defects, with low formation energy [12], and

excess Ni (with respect to the 1:1:1 stoichiometry), that occupies the vacant 4d Wyckoff positions in

the half Heusler crystal structure [13]. The sensitivity of the electronic structure to such defects

strongly affects thermoelectric properties, suggesting that high throughput DFT calculations and

machine learning is suitable only for preliminary screenings. For instance, Figure 1 shows the trend of

the power factor as a function of the charge carrier concentration for different half Heusler

structures, with and without point defects, conserving the stoichiometry of the compound TiNiSn.

Figure 1. Power factor of TiNiSn half Heusler compound as function of the charge carrier concentration, considering different structures,
with and without point defects, conserving the original stoichiometry. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [12],
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/full/10.1021/acs.jpcc.0c03243. Copyright @ 2022 American Chemical Society.

In view of mass and standardized productions, it is necessary to establish scalable processing routes

that guarantee reproducibility among different batches. Both skutterudites and TiNiSn-based half

Heusler alloys are difficult to be processed by casting, because of peritectic reactions that lead to

porous [14] and inhomogeneous [15] ingots. Currently, long annealing time are needed to

homogenize the microstructure and to solubilize the filler in the cage of skutterudites. Not fully

homogenized or off-stoichiometry samples of TiNiSn can contain different amounts of residual

secondary phases [15], that affect the thermoelectric properties of the material. An example is given

in Figure 2(a), where the effect of different amounts of secondary phases on the Seebeck coefficient

of TiNiSn-based samples is shown. In skutterudites, the presence of secondary phases can change

the amount of filler solubilized in the structure [16], altering transport properties.



Since intermetallic compounds exhibit the optimal thermoelectric performance at medium/high

temperatures (i.e. 700 – 900 K), these materials are expected to be subjected to potentially critical

working conditions upon service. TiNiSn-based half Heusler alloys tend to oxidize [15], as shown in

Figure 2(b), while in skutterudites volatile elements, such as Sb, can sublimate, modifying the

composition [17].

Finally, thermoelectric modules based on skutterudites and half Heusler alloys have been assembled

only at the prototype level and are not commercialized yet. As a general issue, the current

assembling of thermoelectric modules is limited to planar geometries, and it is usually performed by

manual or semimanual procedures. Thus, a big challenge is to overcome this limitation by developing

reliable and scalable manufacturing routes to produce thermoelectric modules.

Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

To compute reliable and accurate thermoelectric properties, the following steps are necessary:

- Definition of point defects that usually are present in the structure, affecting electronic

and transport properties. In this approach, the use of adequate supercells is required in

calculations, in order to consider realistic defect concentrations.

- Simulation of grain boundary interfaces to correctly compute the transport properties of

polycrystalline materials.

- First-principle estimation of the lattice thermal conductivity by computing: (i) the

phonon-phonon interaction and (ii) the electron-phonon coupling. In thermoelectric

materials, which exhibit carrier concentration in the range of 1019 to 1021 cm-3, the latter

contribution appears to be particularly important.

In the processing of skutterudites and half Heusler, rapid solidification can be successfully employed

as an intermediate step between melt alloying and powder consolidation. It was demonstrated that

rapid solidification of TiNiSn induces undercooling of the liquid, favouring the nucleation of the half

Heusler phase with respect to the primary phase TiNi2Sn, leading to an almost single phase material



that can be directly sintered, avoiding long annealing steps [15, 18]. In skutterudites, rapid

solidification produces a nanostructured mixture of non-equilibrium phases, that can be

homogenized through an annealing step that is significantly shorter than the one needed for cast

ingots, due to the increased grain boundary diffusivity [17].
Alternatively, severe plastic deformation (SPD) has been proposed for processing both skutterudites

and half Heusler alloys, leading to improved thermoelectric properties due to reduced lattice thermal

conductivity, as consequence of the ultrafine microstructure in combination with high density of

point and linear defects [19]. Processing by SPD leads also to significant strengthening of the

materials.

Concerning the assembling of the modules, an alternative approach to the current technologies

would be the use of additive manufacturing. In this way, the layer-by-layer deposition would allow to

assembly in customizable ways the sequence of conductive layer, the n/p legs, diffusion barrier and

conductive layer, overcoming the current limitation of planar geometries and leading to more

standardized procedures [20]. From the materials perspective, additive manufacturing implies high

solidification rates, that have been demonstrated to be beneficial in terms of phase formation

(TiNiSn) and homogenization (skutterudites). Preliminary results obtained following this approach

are limited to the deposition of the thermoelectric materials [20]. Thus, additive manufacturing of

thermoelectric modules is still an open field.

Finally, the development of protective coatings is pivotal to ensure long durability of devices

operating at medium/high temperature ranges.

Concluding Remarks

Skutterudites and half Heusler alloys are promising materials for the harvesting of waste heat in

medium/high temperature ranges, due to their good thermoelectric and thermomechanical

properties, and to the possibility of large scale production using abundant, cheap and non-toxic

elements. Transport properties of these materials are successfully manipulated by controlling

structural and microstructural features. A better understanding and an improvement of the

thermoelectric behaviour can be achieved by combining computational and experimental tools. The

experimental results can serve as validation of the new computational procedures developed to

describe phenomena in an ever more accurate and realistic way. Modelling can provide atomic-level

information about measured properties and characteristics, thus obtaining assumptions about

structure-property relationships. Finally, accurate theoretical predictions can possibly orient the

synthesis of new materials. In this context, a computational tool must be able to simulate various

defects, considering the thermal effects, and to provide an accurate estimate of all quantities that

define the thermoelectric figure of merit.

On the experimental counterpart, the absence of commercial modules based on these materials

suggests that advances are needed in developing more flexible and reliable processing routes for

assembling modules. In this view, additive manufacturing appears to be a suitable candidate for

innovation.
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Status

Among the many materials currently studied by reason of their thermoelectric features, filled

skutterudites (YyM4Sb12, Y ≡ rare earth or alkaline earth, M ≡ transition element, 0<y⩽1) [1] and

Heusler phases (X2YZ, X,Y ≡ transition element or rare earth, Z ≡ element of the III, IV or V group) [2]

present some common characters, which justify a joint analysis of their structural, electronic and

transport properties, as well as of their possible use in thermoelectric devices [3]. Both in fact can be

deemed as Zintl phases; their electronic properties can be ruled by proper doping to achieve the

semiconducting regime, and their phonon thermal conductivity (kph) can be lowered by adding

scattering centres in the form of foreign atoms; finally, both p- and n- conducting legs can be

obtained from the same parent compound, which significantly reduces the coefficient of thermal

expansion mismatch. Actually, while Heusler phases are experiencing a wide interest from the

materials science community, with a continuously growing number of papers on the topic, filled

skutterudites had their peak of success about a decade ago. Nevertheless, the optimization of these

materials is largely attempted in many laboratories. The insertion of different lanthanide ions in

Co/Ni- [4], Fe/Ni- [5] and Fe/Co- [6] based skutterudites, as well as the partial substitution of Sb by

an aliovalent ion [6,7], can be considered in this perspective; the partial substitution of Sn by Sb in

the Heusler phase Fe2TiSn pursues the same goals [8,9].

Within this framework, the deposition of thermoelectric thin films based on filled skutterudites and

Heusler phases represents the attempt to combine the easy tunability of the thermoelectric

properties of these materials and the reduced dimensionality of films, and to take advantage of the

flexibility and robustness of thin film-based thermoelectric devices. Moreover, the out-of-plane

application of the thermal gradient allows to exploit the whole length of the film and to maximize the

output power. From the basic science viewpoint, in fact, low dimensionality and the presence of

interfaces make films ideal sources of additional scattering centres; from the technological side, it is

highly desirable to build devices able to harvest heat from curved or irregularly shaped surfaces

[10,11]. Nonetheless, despite the evident benefits, the deposition of thin films poses some

experimental concerns; the present research group recently undertook the deposition by pulsed

laser deposition (PLD) of Smy(FexNi1-x)4Sb12 skutterudite thin films [12] and tried that of the

Fe2Ti(Sn1-xSbx) Heusler phase.

Current and Future Challenges
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To fully exploit the advantages of skutterudites and Heusler phases as thin films, two main

research issues have to be faced, namely the optimization of materials and of the film deposition.

The most remarkable hallmark of filled skutterudites resides in the possibility to partly fill the

cage in the 2a crystallographic position, allowing to significantly lower kph thanks to the rattling

movement of the guest ion(s). Many attempts have been done to use various fillers with the aim to

perturb the transmission of different phonon frequencies [13,14]. The most effective way seems to

be multifilling: filling REyFexNi1-xSb12 by (Gd,Sm) instead of only Sm, for example, lowers thermal

conductivity by ⁓1 Wm-1K-1 at 700 K for x=0.8 [14]. In addition, current efforts mainly consist in the

insertion of additional scattering centres, e.g. by preparing dense samples: densification favours in

fact the introduction of defects, like point defects and dislocations, and reduces the domains average

size. The synthesis at extremely high pressure, up to 2 GPa, addresses this need [15], and even the

application of severe plastic deformations goes in this direction [16]. The optimization of Heusler

phases in view of thermoelectric applications also relies on the engineering of defects aimed at the

reduction of kph: while in fact many of them exhibit a high power factor, the high kph is the main

drawback to the development of such materials for the employment in thermoelectric devices. To

this purpose, strategies such as nanostructuring, introduction of vacancies and/or doping ions into

the lattice, and creation of nanodomains with different stoichiometries, are currently pursued [17].

Besides, the study of Heusler phases thin films is particularly exciting, since high thermoelectric

performances were recently discovered in some of them: metastable thin films of Fe2V0.8W0.2Al, for

example, were claimed to show a ZT approaching the astonishing value of 6 [18].

In addition to these issues, also the most effective deposition technique and deposition

parameters must be chosen. PLD represents a widespread technique thanks to its adaptability to the

processing of different materials. Preliminary results revealed that annealed films belonging to

SmyFexNi1-xSb12 exhibit a power factor of ⁓400 μWm-1K-2 at 500 K, in good agreement with films of

Co-based skutterudites [13] (Figure 1e). Anyway, the most proper values of several factors, such as

laser power, target-substrate distance, deposition duration and temperature, have to be optimized

for every class of materials [13].

Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

In the framework of the preparation of skutterudite and Heusler phases dense targets intended

for the deposition of thin films, one of the most challenging issues deals with the reproducibility of

the synthetic way. Regarding skutterudites, they hardly result to be perfectly monophasic, being

often accompanied by a more or less large amount of additional phases; this can happen due to the

precipitation of phases stable at high temperature, or to the not correct amount of filler ion with

respect to the skutterudite composition, e.g. to the Fe/Ni ratio. The former is not an issue if films are

deposited by PLD: one of the main advantages associated to this technique is in fact the

stoichiometric transfer of material from the target to the film, which makes it ideal for the deposition

of complex structures. This was recently verified in Sm-based skutterudite thin films, which resulted

to be monophasic even if deriving from not perfectly monophasic targets [19]: in this respect, PLD

ensures a very good control of the filler content in the film. On the contrary, the occurrence of extra

phases caused by the wrong filler amount can only be avoided if the correlation between filler

content and Fe/Ni ratio is precisely known, which is a not always easily available information.

With reference to Heusler phases containing high melting metals by arc-melting, their

preparation often suffers the not perfect incorporation of such elements, which leads to local

inhomogeneities in the elemental distribution and in general to conditions of off-stoichiometry. Even



the subsequent annealing treatment can provide not perfectly reproducible results due to issues

related to synthesis still needing to be fixed.

A further point specifically related to the processing of Heusler phases regards the densification

of the bulk material aimed at the preparation of dense targets (Figure 1a). A fundamental

requirement for PLD is in fact the availability of a dense target, from which material is ablated and

deposited onto a substrate (Figures 1b, c and d). To this end, the bulk material has to be finely

ground, and powders have to be pressed either by spark plasma sintering, high pressure sintering,

open die pressing, or another densification method. While the densification of filled skutterudites

generally does not pose significant concerns [20], Heusler phases with thermoelectric properties

often cannot be properly pressed, as they easily crush, turning out to be inadequate for film

deposition.

Concluding Remarks

The study of thermoelectric thin films is of particular relevance because of their reduced

dimensionality, which helps to introduce new scattering centres able to depress kph. Within this

framework, filled skutterudites and Heusler phases are interesting candidate materials, since their

intrinsic thermoelectric properties can be improved in a relatively easy way by properly inserting

doping and/or filling ions. Nevertheless, still open issues have to be faced by the materials science

community. From the viewpoint of research challenges, efforts are directed toward the further

reduction of kph in both classes of materials, being this parameter the only one which can be freely

varied without negatively affecting electrical conductivity at the same time. This goal can be pursued,

among other approaches, such as nanostructuring and introduction of vacancies, also by densifying

bulk samples or synthesizing them under extremely high pressure. On the other hand, from the

technological viewpoint, some issues still need to be fixed, such as the ones related to a reproducible

synthetic way for Heusler phases and to the identification of a synthetic procedure for filled



skutterudites resulting in monophasic samples; last but not least, the densification of Heusler phases

still remains an unresolved problem.
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Status

Unlike conventional bulk thermoelectric, predominantly applied in high temperature regime,

thin-film thermoelectrics find their main application in the low-temperature regime (<425 K) [1] as a

power source for micro- and nano-energy electronics, such as Internet of Thing (IoT) systems,

wireless sensor network (WSN) for building energy management, medical and wearable devices.

Emerging transparent thermoelectrics, with a wide bandgap (Eg above 3eV), could disrupt the future

of thin-film energy harvesting technology and pave the way for newly developed display screens,

integrated solar cells, infrared photodetectors and smart windows. For example, by coupling

thermoelectric materials to the display of a smartwatch or any other small gadget, the device could

last longer between charges or not need to be charged at all due to the thermogenerated energy. In

addition, the hybrid energy generator based on photothermalconversion could result in increased

power output compared to photovoltaics alone [2].

The integration of a transparent TEG into glazing seems an intriguing possibility to address the future

challenge of increasing energy demand. In fact, it would provide an opportunity to exploit a naturally

existing temperature difference (which is about 5-20 °C or even more depending on geographic

location and period) between the outdoor and indoor environments (heated or cooled by

energy-consuming air conditioning systems) of a building. In addition, the exploitation of this heat

source improves environmental comfort without increasing heating/cooling consumption and

allowing energy savings in modern construction. Finally, the large surface area of glazing could also

make attractive the application of materials that would never achieve high performance.

To date, the development of fully transparent thermoelectric devices has been hindered by the lack

of p-type inorganic thermoelectric materials with performance comparable to their n-type

counterparts, which have been extensively studied even though they still demonstrate low

performance. Recently, Yang et al. [3] developed intrinsically transparent p-type thin films based on

copper iodide (CuI) with a ZT figure of merit comparable (ZT=0.21 at 300 K) to that of the common

bulk material of lead telluride (PbTe) and three orders of magnitude higher than previous transparent

p-type thermoelectrics. They estimated theoretically that a window of CuI-based thermoelectric

elements with an area of about 10 m2 could power a refrigerator (consuming about 1 kWh per day)

all day long.

Current and Future Challenges

The integration of TEG into windows is particularly challenging because it requires balancing complex

aspects. Materials must provide high optical transparency that can withstand multiple environmental

exposure factors (such as UV, humidity, a wide range of temperatures) with minimal haze. In parallel,
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fabrication technologies must be environmentally and economically sustainable and easily scalable

for wide-area mass production.

To make the technology feasible and widely used, it is more important to provide low-cost materials

with acceptable performance than developing materials with high performance and high prices. For

these reasons, the focus of recent research has been both on the development of sustainable

materials made from nontoxic, earth-rich elements or obtained by simple synthetic routes, and on

the evolution of low-temperature device fabrication procedures or solution-based printing processes.

Among inorganic materials, Zn-based oxides are inexpensive and abundant n-type compounds with

excellent chemical stability in air and good thermal and electrical conductivities, which can be

adjusted through doping, nanostructuring, and grain boundary engineering [4-7], although obtaining

high ZT remains critical. As a well-matched p-type material, CuI obtained by reactive sputtering at

room temperature shows higher thermoelectric performance (ZT = 0.22 at 300 k) [8], compared with

other p-type oxides such as CuM02 (M =Al, Cr, Ga, In, Fe, B), although its stability is still problematic

[3].

A suitable alternative to inorganic materials is conductive polymers (CP), due to their intrinsic low

thermal conductivity and excellent processability with various scalable manufacturing approaches,

e.g., coating, casting, and printing. They can be synthesized chemically or electrochemically with

complete control over structure and thickness [9]. Among the commonly used CPs, PEDOT:PSS is an

appropriate p-type material for use in smart windows due to its easy processability, high

transparency, and good electrical conductivity [10]-[11]. Unfortunately, fully organic transparent

thermoelectric devices have not been reported because stable doping with n-type materials is still

difficult to achieve. Therefore, PEDOT:PSS could be coupled with n-type transparent conductive

inorganic oxides, such as ITO (In:SnO2), or with metal-organic composites based on CPs [12].

In terms of technologies, scalable high-throughput manufacturing has been dominated by

solution-based printing processes, although the performance of printed materials is far inferior to

those made with vacuum techniques. The recent implementation of PVD techniques with the

commercial roll-to-roll process meets market needs for large-scale production [13].

Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

To improve the thermoelectric properties and optimize the performance of thin-film TE materials,

several technological strategies are possible. In the case of Zn-based materials, different dopants

have been studied and good ZTs (above 0.1 at room temperature) have been reported for

aluminum-zinc oxide (AZO) films deposited by radio frequency (RF) and direct current (RC) pulsed

magnetron sputtering at room temperature [4]. In our labs we have realized transparent AZO thin

films (Figure 1) by sputtering at 573 K with a two-fold increased electrical conductivity (791.3 S/cm)

but a power factor (PF) of 40.4 µW/mK2 and a ZT=0.09 due to the reduced Seebeck coefficient (-22.6

µV/K) [14]. The incorporation of a structural defect can reduce the thermal conductivity of ZnO

compounds through the creation of selective phonon scattering centers, but it has negative effects

on crystal quality, electrical conductivity. Recently, double doping, i.e., the combination of dopants

with a larger ionic radius (In, 0.080 nm) and smaller ionic radius (Ga, 0.062 nm) than the host atom

(Zn, 0.074 nm), has resulted in a balanced control of the crystal structure and a better effect on all

thermoelectric properties [7].

Regarding CuI thin films, Murmu et al. [15] reported how a simple vacuum annealing process (at 100

°C) can increase the Seebeck coefficient due to a decrease in hole density and an energy filtering

mechanism of charge carriers. Recently, Faustino et al. [8] showed that the thermoelectric



performance of CuI thin films can be improved by a subsequent doping process (vaporization or solid

iodination), without affecting the optical transparency of the final films. I-rich (or VCu-rich) CuI thin

films having a PF of 37.4 (µW/mK2) and ZT=0.22 at room temperature have been realized by thermal

evaporation and subsequent vapour doping. In agreement with the literature. These films exhibit a

good optical transmittance (Figure 1) but further efforts are needed to obtain stable layers under

operating conditions. In addition, the low vapor pressure of I2 can easily activate desorption at low

temperature, thus decreasing the [VCu] and electrical conductivity of the material. For these reasons,

the use of suitable polymeric cap layers [16] has been optimized in our laboratories.

Finally, to improve the performance of CPs, which are normally p-type, it is possible to tune the

electrical properties through doping or oxidation level [17]-[19], but this approach requires attention

because, for example, in PEDOT it can induce low S due to the shift of the Fermi level toward the

conduction band [20]. In parallel, the development of an n-type TE polymer could be achieved by

incorporating nanometer-sized inorganic materials with excellent S values (e.g., Bi2Te3 nanoparticles)

into the organic matrix [21]. However, the homogeneous dispersion of TE fillers in the polymer

matrix is critical to achieve a beneficial effect from the nanofiller/matrix interface.

Figure 1. Optical transmittance of AZO (blue line) and CuI (red line) films deposited on glass substrate (dashed black line). Insert shows a
photo of the analyzed samples.

Concluding Remarks

Transparent thermoelectric materials have attracted much attention and understanding the key

factors that influence their ultimate performance is a key step. However, many problems remain to

be solved to transfer the readiness technologies to mass production and have widespread

application of thermoelectric materials in thin-film form. A winning strategy to have more efficient

devices with greater deployment potential could be to couple different methods of energy

production, preferably from renewable sources, with those of energy harvesting, recovery, or saving.
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Status

Semiconductor nanostructures have been the subject of intense thermoelectricity research as they

play a key role in demonstrating novel strategies for the optimization of the thermoelectric figure of

merit ZT, a challenging task which took enormous advantages from the advent of nanosciences in the

1990s [1]. In this frame, semiconductor nanowires represent an ideal platform for investigating

fundamental aspects of thermoelectric transport phenomena, allowing to separately address the

parameters entering ZT [2,3]. At a time, nanowires and nanowire heterostructures hold the promise

for developing innovative device building blocks for high performance thermoelectric systems. In

particular, III-V compound semiconductors represent an intriguing class of materials for nanowire

engineering, allowing to combine excellent transport properties (e.g. large electron density and

mobility and Seebeck coefficients) and fully controlled bottom-up epitaxial growth processes [4],

leading to nanosystems and nanointerfaces of unprecedented crystalline and morphological quality

(Fig.1a)). In the last two decades, countless applications of III-V semiconductor nanowires have been

reported across a plethora of different fields including electronics [5], photonics [6], sensing [7,8] and

quantum technologies [9,10]. Regarding thermoelectric applications, III-V semiconductor nanowires

emerged as a formidable platform for investigating the basic physical mechanisms ruling

thermoelectric energy conversion and harvesting at the nanoscale, and for developing new strategies

towards the enhancement of thermoelectric device performances.

Current and Future Challenges

One of the main challenges that researchers succeeded to address in recent years has been the

development of strategies and device architectures to probe the thermoelectric properties of

materials at the level of an individual nanostructure. Starting from individual single-crystal

nano-objects such as semiconductor nanowires, and resorting to state-of-the-art nanofabrication

techniques, researchers were able to develop nanodevice architectures allowing to establish thermal

gradients exceeding 1K/100nm over spatial scale of the micro meter – the characteristic length scale

of a single InAs NW grown by chemical beam epitaxy [11]. Figure 1b) [12] and d) [13] show two

examples of thermoelectric nanodevices incorporating micro-heaters and local thermometers. These

systems are employed to characterise the electrical transport properties and Seebeck coefficient of

nanowires and nanowire heterostructures by exploiting DC electrical measurements or advanced

techniques such as the noise thermometry [14,15]. A reliable measurement of the thermal

conductivity of individual nanowires has remained deceptive until the issue of the thermal leakages

to the substrate [11] was fixed: to this purpose, device architectures implementing suspended

nanowires have been developed. Resorting to these suspended nanowire device architectures, the

thermal conductivity of individual nanowires is addressed by exploiting a self-heating technique

mailto:domenic.prete@sns.it
mailto:muhammad.isram@unimore.it


referred to as the 3ω method: the nanostructure is fed with an AC current at frequency ω, while the

third harmonic of the voltage drop along the nanostructure is picked up (Figure 1c) [16]. By using this

approach it is possible to investigate experimentally one of the predicted main advantage of using

artificially structured nanomaterials, i.e., the strong reduction of the thermal conductivity with

respect to the counterpart bulk materials [11,17]. A noteworthy step forward in nanowire

thermoelectricity has been the development of an experimental platform allowing - simultaneously

and in the same nanostructures - to measure all the electrical, thermal and thermoelectric

parameters and to dynamically optimize ZT. This approach, schematically illustrated in Figure 1e)

[18], exploits the field effect induced by an electrolyte to modulate the electrical conductivity of a

suspended nanowire [19] at room temperature: a crucial result, allowing to modulate also the

Seebeck coefficient S and ultimately the figure of merit, that is not achievable resorting to

conventional nano-FET architectures employing solid state gates.

Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

The improvements in NWs epitaxial growth and nanofabrication techniques, together with the

development of new device concepts, fostered the rapid advancement in semiconductor nanowire

thermoelectricity in the last ten years. By using the 3ω method, thermal conductivity values of WZ

InAs NWs in the interval 12- 16 W/mK - considerably reduced with respect to the bulk counterpart -

were demonstrated [16], with ZT around 0.02 [18]. The strong electronic confinement occurring in

low-dimensional systems, such as InAs/InP nanowire quantum dots, was also demonstrated as a

remarkable tool to enhance, at low temperature, the thermopower and the electronic ZT (Figure 2a

[12]). By tuning the dot configuration, an electronic efficiency at maximum power of 47% of the

Carnot efficiency was demonstrated, close to the Curzon-Ahlborn limit. The corresponding electronic

ZT was ≈ 35. Although these values neglect the phonon contribution to the thermal conductivity,

they demonstrate the fundamental role of quantum confinement in optimizing the operation of

thermoelectric engines. Low temperature investigations provide crucial insights on the impact of low



dimensionality and quantum confinement on TE mechanisms, and contribute to the development of

novel approaches for heat management at the nanoscale, with potential applications in

nanoelectronics and quantum sciences. In this frame, noise thermometry offers a unique sight on the

impact of applied gate voltages and thermal gradients on the Seebeck coefficient of individual NWs

(Figure 2c) [14]. As the thermoelectric response of a semiconductor nanostructure is strongly

dependent on the density of free carriers, the possibility to effectively tune the electrical properties

by field effect is one of the biggest advantages of semiconductor nanowires for thermoelectric

applications. In this frame, new approaches for gating are emerging, which exploit ions in an

electrolyte to induce charge accumulation in a semiconductor. This paradigm, called ionic-gating, can

be implemented using different soft-matter systems and exploits the electrically driven formation of

an electric double layer at the electrolyte/semiconductor interface to achieve outstanding gating

performances when compared to conventional gate dielectrics, with an increase of the capacitive

coupling of almost two orders of magnitudes [20]. Ionic gating is especially suited for high aspect

ratio nanostructures, such as nanowires, and is compatible with suspended nanowire device

architectures, as the electrolyte embeds the nanowire and ensures a strong and conformal capacitive

coupling. Recent studies demonstrated the simultaneous measurement of all thermoelectric

parameters (including thermal conductivity) and the electrostatic control of ZT in suspended

semiconductor NWs resorting to ionic gating, at temperatures of interest for real applications (Figure

2b),d).

Concluding Remarks



The experimental studies on thermoelectric energy conversion and harvesting are taking enormous

advantages from the developments of innovative semiconductor nanostructures. Among these, III-V

semiconductor nanowires are emerging as an ideal class of nanomaterials in the race to achieve high

performance thermoelectric devices. On the one hand, progresses are expected form the increasing

advances in the nanowire grow technology - enabling the realization of fully engineered crystal

structures and morphologies with optimised thermoelectric parameters - combined with the

development of visionary nanodevice architectures enabling novel thermal and electrical

functionalities. On the other hand, novel routes for ZT improvement are rising from the exploration

of hybrid platforms combining semiconductor nanowires and soft-matter systems of mobile ions to

achieve ionic-gating of the semiconductor.
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Status

In the nearly two centuries of thermoelectric (TE) modules history, the only real hindrance to the

large scale diffusion of this technology for electrical generation was its limited efficiency: generally, in

real world thermoelectric generators (TEGs) applications, less than 5% thermal energy is converted

into electric power. Aside material improvements, the other way to increase efficiency is to deploy of

larger thermal gradients. Unfortunately, with some recent possible exceptions [1], high temperature

TE materials did not prove the possibility to achieve significantly higher conversion efficiencies, since

each material could possess an important thermoelectric figure of merit only within a specific

temperature range. The traditional way to overcome this issue is the use of multiple materials, each

working at or near its optimal temperature [2]. Despite higher technological barriers, this idea has

been followed with two main approaches: segmented (or functionally graded) legs and cascade

modules. In the former, two or more materials are integrated in a single leg, while in the latter two or

more TE modules are arranged thermally –and generally electrically- in series [3]. This configuration

is regarded as more efficient than segmenting and simpler from the construction point of view, but is

considered problematic in its implementation [4].

Whilst the panorama of low temperature (up to about 500 K) TEG has been somehow frozen for

decades on calcogenides, intermediate range of temperature, despite several material families with

interesting performances [5], still lack of commercial grade TEG.

This deficiency is of course motivated by more relevant technological issues (the need for expensive

brazing alloys, chemical diffusion at interfaces, gap in thermal expansion between n and p legs, just

to mention a few), but it is mainly caused by the lack of improvement in conversion efficiency of

intermediate temperature materials with respect to low temperature materials. It is generally

worthless to employ a high temperature source if a comparable output power could be produced at

lower temperature. This can be clearly overcome by cascade generator configuration.



Current and Future Challenges

The quest for a cascade TEG configuration pass through the availability of reliable intermediate

temperature TEG, but it is not limited to this. Several issues in TEG design should be faced. Working

temperatures of different stages should not only be optimized, but they have to meet materials

limitation in all possible operating conditions, to avoid failures or degradations due to overheating.

Device testing is also crucial to assess performance and reliability of TEG. Despite improvements for

low temperature range [6], to the best of our knowledge no round-robin or assessed test procedure

has been developed for intermediate temperature test. Even the maximum power point tracking and

operating conditions of cascade modules have been barely explored. While efficiency improvement is

crucial to lower the energy final cost (€/Wh), device cost plays a fundamental role for the installed

power cost (€/W). For this reason, the widespread use of TEG requires low materials and fabrication

costs. In this direction innovative material sintering routes, like Cold Sintering Process (CSP) [7] or

Ultrafast High-temperature Sintering (UHS) [8], and the study of novel brazing alloys and procedures

could be the keys to TEG cost reduction.

Among all technical challenges, the design of a device requires an adequate modelling. Since in most

cases no analytical solution can be found, numerical procedures must be used. Discretization

techniques such as Finite Element [9] or Finite Volumes Methods [10] provide an efficient design

tool. In particular, the first one can be employed for the evaluation of every step of device realisation,

from sintering operations to the final assembly in its operating conditions, taking into account all

involved flux contributions.

An important issue in the implementation of a large temperature gradient TEG is also the control of

the operating point of each module of a cascade device. This could be achieved, on the one hand,

with a correct design assisted by numerical simulation, and, on the other hand, with a smart

electronic control of the load to optimize the output power.

Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

In the last years, in our group several intermediate TE materials were studied and functionally

characterized [11], like Mg2Si [12], higher manganese silicides, Ca3Co4O9, SnSe [13], TiNiSn (see Sec.

2.2), Yb-Co4Sb12, Co2(Zr, Hf)Sn [14] and others.

Testing of intermediate TEG is crucial, both to assess their performance and in the view of an

integration with lower temperature stages. We developed a test station (figure 1) able to perform



test (both electrical and heat flux measurements) on large TEG, with hot side temperature up to 600

°C [15]. This will allow to explore multistage generators under various boundary conditions (constant

temperatures, constant heat flux) and environmental conditions (applied pressure, atmosphere).

The study of low-cost materials and synthesis, together with low energy processing and sintering

techniques, as the aforementioned CSP and UHS, will contribute to pave the road to a more

convenient, diffuse and environmental friendly thermoelectric technology.

A key point to the realization of a cascade device is the feasibility of assembly procedures. In this

perspective, it is possible to take advantages of the developed test station to brazing multiple TE

couple and simple TE module on both hot and cold side simultaneously. The choice of a proper

brazing alloy, and module configuration of legs and insulating materials, is still and open issue in

order to obtain reliable mechanical coupling, thus avoiding stresses under thermal cycling.

Chemical interdiffusion and the presence of different layers between TE materials and electrodes can

lead to a poor electrical contact resistance. To guarantee optimal conversion efficiency, this parasitic

resistance must be as low as possible, in the order of 10-5 - 10-6 Ω cm2. Nowadays, scanning probe

measurement techniques can be employed to access the ohmic or Schottky properties of

metal-semiconductor interfaces [16], to optimize brazing materials and procedures. These

techniques also allow for highlighting interdiffusions areas and cracks (figure 2).

Fast numerical procedures, already implemented for a single module [17], could help to investigate

the properties of segmented or cascade configuration. 1D discretization of energy balance for

thermoelectric materials (Domenicali’s equation), with constitutive relation for thermal flux [10, 18],

can lead to a basic evaluation of a thermoelectric device performances in classical boundary

conditions, still taking into account temperature-dependent properties. Suitable code can be

developed, for example in Matlab® or Python, to evaluate multi-stage TEG modules considering

different currents of each stage of the device.



Concluding Remarks

Despite its huge potentiality, the diffusion of thermoelectricity for power generation will require the

TEG efficiency increase and the device cost reduction.

These objectives could be achieved through TEG in a cascade configuration, as a result of material

and processing cost reduction, and improving the device and systems design routes with suitable

numerical tools. Regardless of the challenges, dedicated fabrication and characterization techniques

have proven to be effective in the realization of TE cascade modules.

A holistic approach over these aspects could be a necessary complement to fundamental research in

order to promote the transition of this technology from niche applications to a significant role in

power generation.
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Status

Direct thermal to electrical energy conversion with compact, low-cost and reliable devices, based on

thermoelectric phenomena, offers interesting perspectives in the fields of energy recovery/energy

harvesting; energy scavenging for the supply of small, wireless, electronics, such as sensor nodes,

through hot surfaces; heat pumping/cooling and micro-cooling for localized temperature control

[1,2,3,4,5]. Despite these very interesting applications, the use of thermoelectric devices is still

strongly limited by the materials available for their fabrication: very few semiconductors show high

Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity, and simultaneously have a low thermal conductivity,

and unfortunately most of these semiconductors are based on tellurium, which is a rare and

poisoning element. The selection of materials for the fabrication of devices should not be driven

only by the criterion of optimal thermoelectric parameters, but at first by its abundance and

sustainability, and then on the basis of fundamental technological aspects, as for example the ease

of doping both n and p type, the possibility to make good ohmic electrical contacts, the possibility of

making lithography/etching and other technological steps necessary for the on-chip integration,

fundamental in particular for scavenging applications and for the direct supply of electronic circuit.

In all these aspects, silicon is in our vision the winner material in front of many others [6,7,8]. Earth’s

crust is made principally of silicon compounds: silicon comes from sand. From the technological point

of view, silicon is a the top of a world wide network of fabrication industries (silicon-foundries), which

support the strong and evenly increasing market of electronic devices: we can dare to say that silicon

is the best known material from all the physical, chemical and technological aspects.

From the point of view of thermoelectric parameters, silicon shows a very high Seebeck coefficient

and electrical conductivity, which can be tailored by an accurate calibration of the doping

concentration [6]. The main drawback is its high thermal conductivity (148 W/(m K)) which is

comparable to that of aluminium. However, over a decade of experimental and theoretical studies

[9,10,11] have largely demonstrated that the thermal conductivity can decrease well below 10 W/(m

K) when the phonon transport, mainly responsible of the thermal conductivity, is confined in

nanostructures, such as nanowires, narrower than 100 nm.

Hence, in addition to its abundance, biocompatibility and technological feasibility, silicon, when

nanostructured, is an excellent thermoelectric material: a combination that can be disruptive for

large scale applications of thermoelectric devices [12].



Current and Future Challenges

The strong reduction of thermal conductivity in silicon nanostructures has been measured from

many research group, both in nanowires [8,9] and in very thin nanomembranes [10]. The thermal

conductivity suppression increases with the roughness of the surfaces [10,11]: this confirms that the

phonon scattering on the nanowire walls, which is strongly affected by the surface status, plays a

fundamental role. Even if this is a well assessed fact, further theoretical and experimental activity is

still required in order to establish clear ‘phonon engineering’ strategies relating technological steps

for the modification (roughening) of the surfaces and thermal conductivity reduction.

As the Seebeck coefficient S decreases with doping concentration, and the electrical conductivity σ
increases, the optimum doping concentration must be found as a trade-off to maximize the power

factor . To this end, doping concentrations higher than cm-3, either n or p, must be𝑆2σ 1019

considered [6].

Theoretical studies showed that S increases in nanowires narrower than 5 nm. However, in so narrow

structures the electrical transport, as well as the thermal transport, would be strongly penalized by

the surface scattering. A possible via for the increasing of the power factor, yet maintaining a good

electrical conductivity, is the energy filtering of electrons through a succession of very thin potential

barriers [13].

The principal advantage in the use of nanostructured silicon remains the reduction of the thermal

conductivity. A width narrower than 100 nm is sufficient for a strong reduction of the phonon

conduction; instead, for heavily doped silicon, the electrical conductivity begins to decrease in

nanowires narrower than 40 nm. Therefore, the parameters useful for thermoelectric devices based



on nanostructured silicon are: width between 40 and 100 nm (the “thermoelectric range”), doping

concentrations higher than 1019 cm-3.

The main point for the use of nanostructured silicon for thermoelectric devices is to go beyond the

experimental devices developed for the measurement of the thermal and electrical transport, which

are typically based on one (or very few) nanowires. The technological challenge to reach practical

applications is related with the development of techniques that allow the fabrication of large

collections of silicon nanowires, or of thin silicon nanomembranes; these collections must be doped,

interconnected in a suitable way, and the design of the device must be optimized to allow the

maximum temperature difference between the hot and the cold part.

Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

Large collections of silicon nanowires and/or of nanostructures can be fabricated by means of

top-down processes based on high resolution lithography and etching [14,15]; doping and metal

interconnections can be defined by standard IC processing.

The main issue of the lithography/etching approach is that it relies on surface fabrication (typical of

IC technology), hence this strategy is suitable for the fabrication of large collections of

nanostructures parallel to the surface of a silicon substrate. This implies that they need to be

suspended (insulated), to avoid the parallel conduction of heat through the substrate itself. A

possible via is to fabricate parallel nanostructures bridging suspended Si platforms (Figure 1),

achieved by MEMS techniques and used as heat collectors [16, 17]. Even if e-beam lithography has

been used for the fabrication of prototypes, the “thermoelectric range” is well within the capabilities

of advanced optical lithography, so that these devices are fully compatible with standard

MEMS/CMOS technologies. The total surface of these MEMS-NEMS thermoelectric generators is

anyway quite small (few mm2), hence their main target of application is the conversion of small

quantity of energy (scavenging). They can be combined, in a multi-chip single-packaging approach,

for the direct powering of small electronic circuits, such as sensor nodes, exploiting any available

heat surface.

Large scale energy harvesting requires thermoelectric devices with large surfaces, comparable to

those of photovoltaic. To this end, cheap (and hence lithography-free) and reliable nanostructuring

processes are needed. We developed Si-based thermoelectric generators made of large collections of

vertical silicon nanowires: more than 107 nanowires, narrower than 80 nm and taller several hundred

of micrometers, can be simultaneously fabricated by a Metal Assisted Etching process (MACE)

[18,19,20], see Figure 2: it consists in soaking a silicon substrate (wafer) in a diluted solution of HF

and Silver Nitrate. Electrical and thermal contact can be fabricated by copper electrodeposition [19].

The nanowire diameter has a spread because the etching process is random, but the process

parameters (temperature, reagent concentration and time) can be tailored so that the average value

and dispersion make most of the nanowires within the “thermoelectric range”. The MACE process

requires low doped silicon, but nanowire forests can be doped after their fabrication by standard

diffusion techniques [20].

Thermoelectric generators based on nanowire forests have been fabricated and tested: this process

has reached its maturity as laboratory testing, and it is ready for the industrialization.



Concluding Remarks

When nanostructured, silicon shows excellent thermoelectric parameters, in addition to its

abundancy (bringing to low-costs devics), biocompatibility and technological readiness. The use of

silicon for direct conversion of heat into electrical power can bring important break-throughs for a

large number of thermoelectric applications, which currently are limited due to the lack of

sustainable and low-cost materials. Of course, even starting from the strong technological base of

silicon, a large amount of experimental and technological work is still required to bring the

thermoelectric silicon to the level of practical applications. Well assessed MEMS/NEMS technologies

can be exploited for the production of thermoelectric devices made of suspended Si platforms

bridged by silicon nanostructures. The path to commercial device requires the development of

techniques for the connection of these suspended (and very fragile) Si platforms to the cold and hot

heat sources.

The exploitation of a cheap fabrication process (MACE) for making large numbers of vertical, high

aspect ratio, silicon nanowires (silicon nanowire forests), which can then be doped and connected by

copper electrodeposition, has been demonstrated on a laboratory scale, and it is ready for being

implemented in an industrial pilot line.
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Status

Numerous TE materials with a ZT of >1 have been reported in the past decade. Nevertheless, many

high-performance inorganic TE materials work at high temperatures whose are typically expensive,

brittle, and heavy and contain toxic elements such as Pb, Bi, and Te.

Even though the temperature range of most industrial waste heat sources is between 500K to 900K,

most of the waste heat is exhausted at temperatures below 400K [1]. However, there are not many

suitable options to recover heat below 400K, and as such only Bi2Te3 has been shown to be a

promising candidate. Organic TE (OTE) materials have newly been received a great interest among

the researchers because of several advantages, such as, mechanical flexibility, low material cost, light

weight, low toxicity and increased sustainability (organic materials are synthesized and not extracted

from the earth and the final device might end to be potentially biodegradable or recyclable), which

make them promising candidates for a new generation of near-room-temperature TE materials.

Despite the benefits of organic TE materials, their limited TE performances have affected their

practical applications, especially regarding n- type semiconductors. However, in the last decade,

significant progresses have been reported in developing high-TE-performance organic materials and

their ZT has been significantly improved. Up to now, the highest reported ZT value among organic

materials is 0.75, which was reported by Fan et al. in 2018 [2]. Moreover, there are many reports

which showed remarkably high-power factors (more than 1000 µW/mK2) [3]. This trend shows the

improving of the TE performance of organic materials and they are getting close their inorganic

counterpart. Moreover, the advantages in material cost and scalability make them competitive in

various applications [4].

Current and Future Challenges

One of the most important challenges in the field of OTE materials is the manufacturing of the device

for everyday applications. Although there is a huge progress in the ZT and power factor, these

materials require the overcome of practical technological issues for real applications, such as suitable

thickness control for 3D device design and scalable and economical fabrication methods. An example

of these efforts can be found in [5, 6] (see Figure 2). Another important challenge in OTE is to obtain

n type materials to realize p-n modules. Most of n type materials exhibit poor air stability, low
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electrical conductivity and poor n-doping yield. Besides, tremendous progresses have been made

and their ZT has been boosted. Promising routes can be found in printable n-type mixed ion-electron

conductor [7], in the design of new n-type conjugated polymers, more efficient n-dopants, and

doping engineering [8]. Using novel n-type dopants which enhance the electrical conductivity

without disturbing the morphology of the host polymer is another strategy [9].

Concerning organic semiconductors, the improvement in the crystallinity and charge carrier mobility

could alter the slope of the density of states (DOS) near the Fermi level, and thus it is possible to

improve Seebeck coefficient and the charge carrier mobility simultaneously. The increase of the

charge carrier concentration by doping process and the improvement of the morphology and

structure of polymer for increasing the mobility affects the power factor. Regarding to thermal

properties, polymers do not conduct heat properly, with thermal conductivity usually less than 0.5

Wm−1K−1. Heat carriers in conductive polymers include both phonons and charge carriers. However,

the electronic part of thermal conductivity is much smaller according to the Wiedemann-Franz law,

and is proportional to the electrical conductivity. Therefore, the phononic contribution to thermal

conduction is much larger and the thermal conduction in polymers is generally recognized by

phonons. Unlike the metals, the improvement of in electrical conductivity would therefore not lead

to an enhancement in the thermal conductivity. Given the importance of thermal conductivity on ZT

value, the thermal properties of organic materials are desirable for TE applications. It should be

noted that from practical points of view, the measure of thermal conductivity is challenging and

difficult especially in thin films, due to heat conduction through the substrate, radiation loss, and



thermal contact resistance [10], however the power factor value already provides enough insight on

the TE properties of polymers.

Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

The integration of polymers with low dimensional fillers is a facile and efficient approach to improve

the TE properties of polymers. The fillers are usually carbon-based materials or inorganic-based

materials. The most common fillers are carbon nanotubes [11] (see Figure 2), graphene sheets [5, 6],

Bi2Te3 nanowires [12], SnSe [13], and tellurium nanowires [14].

Due to the interdependence of the Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity, the increasing of

the electrical conductivity would decrease the Seebeck coefficient. However, in the composite there

are two phase-separated parts filler-rich and polymer-rich [15]. So, the electrical conductivity of the

composites could be decoupled from the Seebeck coefficient to enable a simultaneous increase of

both parameters. Another benefit of the polymer composite is the minor variation in thermal

conductivity when the electrical conductivity increases. The phenomenon behind the low thermal

conductivity of the composite is the existence of the interfaces between fillers and polymer. These

interfaces can increase the phonon scattering rate, so the phonon transport would suppress and it

ensures the low thermal conductivity of composite.

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are one of the fillers which are drawn a lot of interest for TE applications

especially the composite of CNTs and organic materials exhibit high electrical conductivity, without

significantly increasing the thermal conductivity. CNTs possess several advantages including: (1)

depending on the structure CNTs can have different band gaps, (2) due to one-dimensional structure

quantum confinement effects, S and σ could improve simultaneously, and (3) due to their

mechanical properties the lightweight and flexible TE devices could be developed. The reason for low

thermal conductivity of the composite is the existence of the interfaces between fillers and polymer,

which suppresses phonon transport [16]. There are several reports about the correlation thermal

and electrical properties and they confirmed that loading of CNTs in organic materials leads to an

enhancement of electrical conductivity, without the significant growth of the thermal conductivity

[17]. Simultaneous improvement of the Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity was also

reported [15,18]. Using organic and inorganic conductive fillers is a powerful tool for the design [19]



of composites of polymers as an efficient approach to decouple the TE parameters for increasing the

ZT values [20].

Concluding Remarks

Organic thermoelectric materials allow a facile, scalable, and reproducible method to fabricate

efficient printable TE devices using both chemical and physical doping strategies. TE device can be

manufactured using spray coating, blade coating or other printing process, enabling to produce thick,

lightweight, flexible, and wearable devices. Interestingly, compositing the organic semiconductor and

the conductive filler can lead to a simultaneous increase in the Seebeck coefficient and electrical

conductivity.

The morphological characterization shows that despite common approaches, including for instance

the physical blending of CNTs and P3HT into a solvent, the deposition of the polymer can leave the

aligned morphology of CNT unaltered. This can be exploited for improving the electrical properties of

the composite.

A promising direction to further improve the TE properties of both p- and n- type materials, is the

investigation of different additives, treatments and doping methods. For example, to keep the

morphology intact, the postprocessing approaches such as the introduction of the dopant from the

vapor phase or immersion in the dopant solution could also be used as alternative to improve the

electrical properties of the organic semiconductor.

These organic composites also show bending stability at different angles and remarkable

environmental stability at ambient conditions, confirming their suitability for applications in portable

and flexible devices.
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Status

Paradoxically enough, solar cells are more efficient at converting solar power into heat than into

electricity. The physics of the photovoltaic (PV) effect limits the efficiency of single-junction PV panels

to a maximum of ≈30 %. Of the remaining 70 %, the vast majority is lost as heat. In addition,

Silicon-based solar cells, which dominate the PV industry, are extremely sensitive to temperature,

with Si-based PV panels losing up to 15 – 20% of their room temperature efficiency under normal

operating conditions [1]. For this reason, heat recovery strategies have a great potential in the field

of solar harvesting. Among the solution proposed, thermoelectric hybridization is very promising. In

this approach, a thermoelectric generator (TEG) is implemented to harvest the heat generated within

the solar panel to produce additional electrical power. This in turn enhances the overall conversion

efficiency of the system.

Two main strategies have been proposed for the thermoelectric hybridization of PV. The first,

referred to as optical coupling, makes use of a beam splitter to direct the visible part of the solar light

towards the solar cell, while the infrared part Is addressed towards the TEG part. The second

approach consists instead of the direct thermal coupling between the PV and TEG devices, and

normally sees a TEG placed at the back side of the solar cell. In recent years it has been widely

demonstrated how thermal coupling is the most efficient approach, as it can access the whole

spectrum of heat losses occurring in the PV section, instead of only their infrared part [2], [3] .

However, over the last decade the opinion on the effectiveness of the thermoelectric hybridization of

solar cells has been rather swaying. Some studies reported very high efficiency gains [4], [5] while

others casted doubts on the possibility of increase the efficiency of solar cells by hybridization [6],

[7]. We report our contributions to clarify the key elements that set the convenience of thermally

coupled hybridization, also discussing the main challenges and the recent advances in the field.

Current and Future Challenges

The overall efficiency of hybrid thermoelectric-photovoltaic (HTEPV) devices can be written as

η
ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑣

𝑇( ) = η
𝑝𝑣

𝑇( ) + η
𝑜𝑡

𝑇( ) η
𝑡𝑒𝑔

𝑇( ) (1)

where and , are respectively the PV and TEG efficiencies, while is the so-calledη
𝑝𝑣

𝑇( ) η
𝑡𝑒𝑔

𝑇( ) η
𝑜𝑡

𝑇( )

opto-thermal efficiency, namely the efficiency with which the system converts solar power into heat

flowing through the TEG. Note that all these efficiencies are functions of temperature. To this extent

the biggest challenge when trying to combine PV and TEG devices consists in the opposite behaviour

of their efficiency versus temperature. While the efficiency of a TEG increases by increasing the

working temperature of its hot side (considering the cold side set at room temperature) a solar cell

displays the opposite trend. In general, the temperature sensitivity of PVs is a well-known and

substantiated problem, and for the case of hybrid systems it is a key parameter determining its

profitability. The physics of heat losses in solar cell has been only recently fully analysed [8], [9],



showing that the energy gap of the absorbing material plays a fundamental role in the temperature

sensitivity of solar cells. It could be shown how the efficiency of wide gap-solar cells is much less

sensitive to temperature compared to small or mid-gap solar cells. This behaviour is displayed in Fig.

1 where the normalized efficiency of single-crystalline silicon solar cells is compared to that of

various wide-gap solar cells. The plot also reports the peculiar cases of amorphous silicon (a-Si),

Cadmium Telluride (CdTe), and perovskite solar cells (PSCs), which exhibit a non-linear behaviour,

leading in some cases to an efficiency increase with temperature. Another interesting behaviour is

found in heterojunction silicon (HJ-Si) solar cells for which the presence of several a-Si layers

mitigates the temperature sensitivity of Si-based PV [10]. In all these systems, but especially in the

cases of HJ-Si, perovskites, and their combination in tandem devices, are the most promising

candidates for an effective thermoelectric hybridization of PV.

Recently the energetic and economic profitability of perovskite-based hybrid devices was

demonstrated by several research groups [11]–[15]. The effectiveness is remarkable especially for

optically concentrated systems for which the higher solar input increases the recoverable heat load

while decreasing the temperature sensitivity of ηPV. Optical concentrations up to 5 suns seem the

most profitable option since they do not require extreme temperatures and/or extensive

maintenance, and can be implemented without tracking systems. In these cases, a 3 – 4% efficiency

enhancement has been demonstrated.

Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

Even if the effectiveness of HTEPV systems has been demonstrated, advances are still needed to

make them a valuable commercial solution:

1. Stability: as PSCs are the best candidates for hybridization with thermoelectrics, their stability

up to 350 K remains a key issue. The effort being deployed promises stabilized PV cells to

become available in the next few years [16].



2. Optimized TEG thermal resistance: optimal working temperatures for hybrid systems

implementing PSCs fall near 340 K. Luckily, this Is the same range of temperatures where

commercial TEGs based on Bi2Te3 are more efficient. However, as showed by several scholars,

the thermal resistances of commercial TEGs are much smaller than those needed in HTEPV

devices [17], [18]. Better matching requires TEGs with a smaller density of legs. Even though

such low filling factors do not display any technological hurdle, still TEGs of this type are not

yet commercially available.

3. Encapsulation: maximal HTEPV efficiency gain requires the minimization of heat exchanges

with the environment. Ideally, the heat generated in the solar cell should flow entirely by

conduction through the TEG. In real situations, instead, convective and radiative heat

dissipation, especially from the solar cell top surface, occur. Thus, HTEPV encapsulation within

e.g. evacuated pipes is required. In addition, strategies to reduce radiative heat losses are also

necessary. A possible solution is to implement Heat Mirrors (HMs), reflecting the radiative

emission of the solar cell back to the system (Fig. 2). To be effective a HM should display high

transparency for the solar spectrum and high reflectance in the infrared range where most of

the emission takes place [19]. Transparent Conductive Oxides natively report good HM

properties. Nevertheless, material optimization and validation of the effective efficiency

enhancement are required with reference to the specific system characteristics.

4. Heat dissipation: as a rule of thumb, realistic thermoelectric hybridizations can bring to a

maximum of 5% efficiency enhancement. This means that the hybridization of a solar cell with

25% efficiency, can lead to a maximum total efficiency of 30%. For this reason, in HTEPV

devices a large amount of heat (≈ 600 – 700 W/m2) must be dissipated at the TEG cold side. In

this perspective, proper heat dissipation strategies must be implemented. The easiest solution

is to use a fluid. As a result, with proper engineering the warm water exiting the systems can

be employed for sanitary/domestic uses, enabling solar tri-generation.

Concluding Remarks

Thermoelectric hybridization of solar cells is a viable solution that can turn the problem of heat

generation in solar cell into an opportunity of efficiency gain. Unfortunately, hybridization of



common silicon solar cells with commercial TEG do not promise any significant improvement. PV

materials with low temperature sensitivity, such as wide-gap solar cells, must be chosen to be

hybridized with thermoelectrics. In addition, TEG with higher thermal resistance than those

commercially available must be fabricated. As mentioned, the thermoelectric hybridization of

perovskite solar cells has been demonstrated to be energetically and economically feasible, when

properly engineered. This can be a possible seed for a near future commercialization of HTEPV

systems. Additional optimization remains possible, including the implementation of suitable heat

mirrors. Furthermore, effective heat dissipation systems must be engineered and economically

evaluated. Testing of such components must be planned for the next few years, to make the

hybridization strategies ready when the stability of perovskite solar cells will be mature enough to

make them commercially available.
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Status

The 3D halide perovskites have been successfully used in photovoltaics, lasers and light-emitting

diodes thanks to their versatility and excellent optoelectronic properties [1]. Since their thermal

conductivity is extremely low, they have been investigated also as thermoelectric materials. A ZT of 2

has been predicted, but the maximum demonstrated value is one order of magnitude lower [2]. This

ZT value is that one reached by commercial thermoelectric materials at 650°C [3]. Since the

thermoelectric industry is nowadays seeking new materials operating at temperatures minor than

150°C, hybrid perovskites are attracting increasing attention. The thermoelectric technology could

compete with other heat engines, but to do so the ZT should be at least doubled. This is hard to

reach employing conventional materials, where the factors defining ZT (Seebeck coefficient, electrical

and thermal conductivities) are interdependent. Taking advantage of the nanoscale phenomena

following the charge confinement in 2D quantum-well, 1D quantum-wire or 0D quantum dot

structures, the variables on which ZT depends can be decoupled [4]. The thermal conductivity is

reduced by the phonons scattering in the low-dimensional lattice. The Seebeck coefficient, or

thermopower, is increased and reaches the highest value when the energy levels are discrete (Figure

1a) [5]. Additionally, engineering perovskites with high stability (in air, under light and moisture

exposure) is of significant importance for thermoelectrics. A possible solution is low-dimensional

perovskites that have been shown to exhibit enhanced stability and lower ion migration than their

3D counterparts [2, 6, 7]. Another market requirement is that tons of self-assembly low dimensional

thermoelectric materials should be easily produced. Halide perovskite can be straightforwardly

sensitised at low temperatures on rigid or flexible substrates to meet the market demand. Moreover,

bulk materials with 2D, 1D or 0D characters can be produced (Figure 1b) [2, 8], even if few reports on

one-dimensional thin-film have been published (they have been mostly synthesised as large single

crystals) [9]. It has to be mentioned that all the compounds not having ABX3 stoichiometry (where A

and B are the organic or inorganic cations, and X is the halide) should be named perovskite

derivatives, and often the charge is partially confined so they are called quasi-low dimensional

materials [9, 10]. For the sake of brevity, here, we will imply this statement. The largest ZT value

reported for halide perovskites is about 0.1 ( 320 K - 430 K), but the investigation for thermoelectric

applications has just begun [11].



Current and Future Challenges

It has been proven that in CsPbCl3 the thermal conductivity is reduced as the dimensionality moves

from 3D to 0D [3, 12]. An impressive Seebeck coefficient of +2.6 mV K-1 has been reported in the 0D

(CH3NH3)3Bi2I9, confirming the possibility to increase the power factor with the dimensionality

reduction. On the other hand, the charge confinement impacts one of the main factors, critical for

thermoelectrics: the charge mobility is dramatically reduced. Therefore, low electrical conductivity is

the first concern of researchers working in the thermoelectric sector [2].

● The 0D perovskite structure is composed of metal halide clusters which are so isolated by the

organic or inorganic cations to enable the 0D properties. The most common structure assumed is

the vacancy ordered one, with chemical formula A3B2X9, where B is the metal, X is the halide and

A stands for the organic or inorganic cation. Bismuth is the preferred choice for B, considering the

good chemical stability of the Bi-based perovskite compounds. Although, their filmability seems

to be challenging because they have straightforward self-assembly in large crystals [2]. Studies on

single crystals and pellets have reported Seebeck values of the order of mV for K but have also

pointed out that the high exciton binding energy (about 300 mV) can be a serious obstacle to the

generation of free charges [2].

● 1D halide perovskites suffer even more filmability issues: most of the publications on the topic

concern the synthesis and characterization of large crystals, appearing as long needles,

introducing limitations in the instruments that could be used for the thermoelectric investigation

[9]. Moreover, among the low-dimensional perovskite family, the 1D structure synthesised until

now appears to have a higher moisture sensibility compared with the 0D and 2D arrangements

[9, 12].

● The 2D compounds self-assemble in layered structures, where the metal halide clusters are

placed in planes spaced by the A cations’ counterparts. Interestingly, the electrical properties can

be enhanced, not only by doping, in a similar manner that the 3D halide perovskite, but also by

altering the orientation of the inorganic layer within the material, since the electrical conductivity

perpendicular and parallel to the layers can differ by many orders of magnitude [12, 13]. Despite

these excellent properties, the use of 2D-perovskites as a thermoelectric material is in its infancy.

Besides the self-assembly of layered perovskite management, the defects control is under

intensive investigation [2, 12].

Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges



The preliminary results on the power factor and thermal conductivity are exciting, but the charge

density has to be enhanced to push the power factor up. Extrinsic doping has been proven effective

in increasing the electrical conductivity in the 3D halide perovskite [2]. Lately, some attempt has

been reported also in low dimensional compounds: for example, Bi(xt)3 (bismuth tri-ethylxanthate)

has proven to be an effective dopant for (CH3NH3)3Bi2I9 thin films, enhancing the carrier

concentration of five orders of magnitude [13, 14]. These results have been reported for photovoltaic

applications, so no information on how sulphur doping could enhance the thermoelectric properties

are available in the literature. The 0D halide perovskite's high resistivity could be further reduced by

improving the thin-film quality: the layer should be compact with a smooth surface. Lately, a

two-step deposition method has been suggested as a possible way to do so: a compact BiI3 layer has

been thermally evaporated and it has been converted into (CH3NH3)3Bi2I9 by dipping it in a 10 mg mL-1

methylammonium iodide solution in isopropyl alcohol [15]. On the other hand, 1D compounds show

good conductivity, but the nanowires randomly align along the layer giving poor uniformity and films

hard to be implemented in a real device [16]. Deposition methods, designed on purpose, such as

antisolvent vapour-assisted crystallization, have been proposed to produce an aligned array [17].

Finally, one of the biggest challenges in the preparation of quasi-2D perovskite films is the

achievement of a phase pure sample, since the prepared films often consist of multiple phases,

especially for compounds with a high number of layers [9]. Additionally, the orientation of the

layered structures parallel to the substrate, which is crucial for thin film-based thermoelectric

systems, where the lateral transport is the most relevant, has to be obtained. We have to underline

that all these mentioned features are strongly interconnected with each other: the layers’ number,

for instance, which guides the quantum confinement impacts on the energy bandgap (which has an

inverse dependence with layers’ number) and the Seebeck coefficient, and it is also related to the

orientation of the 2D layered structure and their in-depth distribution [18]. Additive engineering

could be applied to reduce surface defectivity and increase material stability, and it could aid in

controlling the crystallization process, so assisting the layers’ self-assembly [19].

Concluding Remarks

The research on low-dimensional halide perovskite for thermoelectrics is still in its infancy, but the

preliminary results indicate that they could be revolutionary also in thermoelectricity. A high Seebeck

coefficient can be delivered, the low thermal conductivity is an intrinsic property, and more and

more efforts are being made to address the power factor’s limit. The deposition of smooth and

compact layers is more challenging than in 3D perovskite because the crystallization kinetics change

with dimensionality: this factor should be investigated further. The synthesis processes should also

be engineered to control the charge transport, by regulating the ambipolar character typical of halide

perovskites. Finally, the concentration and mobility of charge carriers must be improved, both

drawing inspiration from the strategies adopted in 3D halide perovskites and manipulating their

arrangement on the substrate.
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Status

The use of thermoelectric generators (TEGs) for electric power production has been limited by the

low thermal-to-electrical conversion efficiency (η) with respect to other technologies, such as

Rankine or Stirling engines, as well as relatively high upper operating temperatures which reduce the

possible applicative scenarios[1]. However, the integration of TEGs into hybrid solutions connected to

the use of exhaust thermal fluxes can represent the proper opportunity for widening the diffusion of

this technology in the sector of power generation.

Indeed, one of the most appealing energy fields for the application of hybrid devices is the

conversion of solar radiation. Conversely to the concept of Solar Thermoelectric Generator (STEG)

[2], in which TEGs are directly irradiated by the concentrated sunlight and need a very high operating

temperature (> 1000 °C) for guaranteeing competitive values of solar-to-electrical conversion

efficiency, or of recent TEGs coupled with a solar absorber layer and a starch–polyacrylamide

hydrogel for combined electricity and clean water production [1][3], hybrid solid-state power

generators make use of TEGs to convert energy fluxes otherwise lost. Recently, the combination of

TEGs with thermionic converters (TECs)[4] and photovoltaic (PV) modules [5, 6] has been reported

for the fabrication of completely solid-state generators with performance higher than those of the

single converters operating independently in terms of η and output power density. In particular, the

verified technical feasibility of the Solar Thermionic-Thermoelectric Generator (ST2G) opens up the

path towards the fabrication of even more attractive structures in terms of hybridization, since TEGs

can be versatily coupled to more efficient solid-state concepts, such as Photon-Enhanced Thermionic

Emission converters (PETECs)[7], high temperature solar cells (HTSCs) [8], or hybrid thermionic-high

temperature photovoltaic (HTPV) cells [9-11]. Figure 1 shows the typical sketch representing the

possible hybrid solid-state power generators in different configurations.

Generally, TECs have a very simple structure (i.e., two parallel plane electrodes, a hot cathode and a

colder anode separated by a vacuum gap, with a thermally stable coating on their surfaces for

optimizing the performance) and are relatively cheap. Their efficiency reduces negligibly if the anode

operates at a temperature higher than room temperature up to a given value depending on the

anode physical properties [12]. Therefore, the use of TEGs as secondary conversion stages fits

perfectly with the TEC architecture. Since for hybrid converters based on TECs the nature of the

conversion source is thermal, a full optimization of their integration in the final system will allow the

advancement of the hybrid devices in several power generation applications.
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Current and Future Challenges

The essential concept for the hybridization of TEGs with thermionic-based converters or PV cells

relies on the opportunity of exploiting together the single devices operating at different temperature

ranges without reducing significantly the efficiency of the single converters. Generally, in hybrid solar

devices TEGs convert the exhaust heat coming from the thermalization of the absorbed sunlight,

which is typically a concentrated radiation for the applications of the hybrid converters. The exhaust

heat is detrimental for the efficiency of PV cells and needs to be removed by passive/active cooling

systems. Therefore, the role of TEGs is to exploit the thermal gradient between the PV cell and the

rejection temperature. Also in TECs the heat has to be removed to improve the performance of the

converter but presents an important advantage: TECs can operate with anode temperatures much

higher than room temperature without affecting η, and thus offering an additional heat source to be

converted. However, since commercial TEGs are currently based on Bi2Te3 with limited maximum

operating temperature (~280 °C), the development of materials with higher operating temperature is

mandatory for a full exploitation of the concept since the anode temperature can be higher than 500

°C.

Finally, the minimization of the thermal losses is one of the most important aspects for improving the

performance of a hybrid power generators. One of the advantages of hybrid devices with TECs is the

operation under vacuum, which is the most cost-effective solution for TECs to maximize η: even if

vacuum can be considered a technological issue, it represents an important aspect for optimizing the

thermal management of the involved energy fluxes minimizing the heat convection transfer. In a



recent work on ST2G [13], the use of a conversion prototype designed to reduce the limitations which

were previously experimentally identified, allowed to explicitly evaluate the different contributions

of heat losses, as well as the single converter performances. The most challenging research activities

must be performed on vacuum TECs, which did not reach a significant technological maturity yet,

whereas TEGs are mature enough to convert into electric energy the energy flux transported by the

anode. The main challenges for TEGs are the development of more performing materials (the

commercial materials do not exceed 7-8% efficiency which is reduced down to 3-4% once TEGs are

integrated in practical thermal system) and new solutions for the optimization of the (non-ideal)

thermal matching induced by the contact thermal resistance, which is a common problem for

medium-high temperature hybrid solid-state converters [14].

Advances in Science and Technology to Meet Challenges

The first necessary advance for TEGs in hybrid generators is the development of new and

high-performance materials for increasing further both maximum operating temperature and η.

Despite different experimental approaches demonstrated significant results, such as the measured

ZT maximum values > 2.0 at 650 °C of SnSe [15], more effective and faster general procedure for

predicting the thermoelectric performance of new materials with the desired composition is

emerging, e.g., using artificial intelligence methods with deep or machine learning algorithms [16].

A possible alternative is to change the paradigm of the classical thermoelectric architecture, by

proposing thin-film structures [17, 18] able to be convert thermal radial fluxes or Y-type structures

[19]. In this context, it is important to notice the recent demonstration of the coupling effect

between thermoelectric carriers and triboelectric charges, which can significantly increase the TEG

performance of the same thermoelectric material [20]. However, these solutions are still far to be

implemented in practical devices.

Beyond the research on materials and architectures to optimize the conversion performance, one of

the most important efforts in developing hybrid converters is the engineering activity deriving from

the matching of the involved devices. The main factors significantly affecting the overall performance

of TEGs in hybrid devices are the thermal and electrical contact resistance, the thermal matching

between active couples and electrically insulating layers, and, to a lesser extent, the thermal

emittance and the geometrical factors (i.e., number of elements, size, segmentation). A lack of

optimization of these parameters could induce parasitic losses in the device and consequently an

efficiency reduction that results uncorrelated with the materials’ thermoelectric behaviour [21]. Also,

heat losses due to not perfect coupling between the different thermally-coupled elements (i.e., a

high parasitic thermal resistance) significantly affect the efficiency of the overall system, definitively

reducing the performance of TEGs.

Once these advances will be carried out, TEGs will be used in novel hybrid power generators which

present outstanding calculated values of conversion efficiencies in a wide range of operating

temperatures. Figure 2 shows the upper limited values of conversion efficiency from solar and

thermal radiation in electricity derived from a simulation performed under ideal conditions by

matching all the involved energy fluxes for different solutions as a function of the cathode (TEC or

PETEC) temperature. An optimistic ZT = 2 is assumed for the TEG. Very high values can be ideally

achieved, as previously shown for PETEC with a secondary thermal cycle [22]. A conversion efficiency

of 63% at 700 °C and 68% at 1700 °C can be achieved for the hybrid PETEC-HTSC/TEG and



TEC-HTPV/TEG solution, respectively, which are extremely competitive results in the context of

solid-state thermal-to-electrical devices for a large range of operative temperatures.

Concluding Remarks

The possibility of using TEGs in hybrid solid-state power generator devices represents a very

challenging opportunity for renewing the R&D in thermoelectric devices applied in this field. TEGs

can be used to convert a heat flux which intrinsically derives from the practical operations of primary

conversion stages, such as thermionic-based converters and PV cells for all solid-state converters. In

particular, the architecture of TECs can provide large energy fluxes to be converted by maintaining

unaltered the TEC efficiency despite the high residual thermal energy. The requirements for

thermoelectric materials established by the combination with TECs are higher maximum operating

temperatures and for the resulting TEGs a higher overall conversion efficiency, coming from a more

accurate engineering of the thermal management.
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